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Introduction 
The so四 calledMesozoic strata， distributed in the southern part of the Mino belt， 
are widely exposed along the Kiso River in the northern part of the Inuyama area， Gifu 
and Aichi Prefectures. The strata consist of thick beds of chert， sandstone and mud-
stone， in addition to conglomerate， forming a large synclinal fold plunged to the west. 
Among cherts， rhythmic banded one and massive impure one are discriminated. The 
latter varies gradualy to siliceous mudstone， and locally contains manganese carbonate 
ore bodies. The manganese concretions consists of numerous smal spherulites of man田
ganese carbonate which contain excellently well preserved radiolarian remains. 
The geochronological problems on the so-called Mesozoic strata in the Inuyama 
area were briefly reviewed in the previous paper， Part 1 (YAO， 1972). The relationship 
between the chert containing the Late Triassic conodonts (Loc. C; Text-fig. 1) and the 
sandstone yielding the Late J urassic ammonite (Loc. A; Text-白g.1) is not fixed yet in 
stratigraphical and structural viewpoints. KONDO & ADACHI (1975) mentioned about two 
possible h ypothetical solutions on the problems; (1) faults exist anlong the pile of the 
Late Triassic cherts and the Late Jurassic sandstones， and (2) the material constituting 
cherts was resedimented during the Late Jurassic time， therefore the cherts are conform-
able to the sandstones. KONDO & AnACHI (1975) emphasized the second possibility 
based on their interpretation about a mixed faunal assemblage of Middle to Late 
Triassic conodonts. On the other hand， YAMAZAKI & IIJIMA (1978) held the first pos-
sibility following KIMURA'S interpretation (KIMURA， 1974). 
It is necessary at the present time that the radiolarian species from the Inuyama 
area are described exact1y and that the assemblage is analyzed on the basis of comparison 
with other radiolarian assemblages reported from l¥1esozoic strata. This paper and the 
previous papers (YAO， 1972; ICHIKAWA & YAO， 1976) offer basic data on the radiolarian 
fauna of the Inuyama area. In this paper， some species of nassellarians are described. 
The remaining radiolarians fronl the sanle locality will be described in other papers in 
the near future 






















Text-fig. l-a. fndex map ot the Inuyama area. 
Text-fig. 1-b. Geological sketch map of the northern part of the Inuyama area (after 
Geological map of Aichi Prefecture (1962) and Geological map of Gifu 
Prefecture (1970)). 
1-2: basement rocks. 1; chert， 2; sandstone and mudstone. 3: N eogene 
and Quaternary. 4: fossi 1 localities. 
Loc. A: locality of ammonite， perisphinctid (cf. MIZUTANI， 1964). 
Loc. C: locality of Late Triassic conodonts (KoIIrn et al.， 1971). 
Loc. R: locality of radiolarians. 
Radiolarian assemblage from the Inuyama area 
The radiolarian assemblage from the Inuyama area comprises more than 150 species 
which include numerous forms of Mesozoic aspect (Y AO， 1972). Among them are species 
belonging to such Mesozoic genera as Sphaeros砂1us，Triactoma， Trilonche， Stauro1onche， 
Emi1uvia， Dicroa， Archaeoゆongoprunum，Spongosaturnalis， Paronaella， Hagi，ωtrum， Cru-
cela， Orbl~cu1iforma， Cyrtoca1pis， Napora， Gongy1othorax， Diacanthocapsa， Trico1ocapsa， 
Stichocapsa， Cyrtocapsa， Eucyrtidium， Stichomitra， Unuma， Protunuma， Sethocapsa， 
Podobursa， Parvicingu1a， Muγusus， Archaeodicかomitra，Dたtyomitra，Amph争IJ'ndax，So-
lenotryma， Ectonocorys， Cornutella， Artostrobium and Saitoum etc. In addition to them， 
some indigenous forms which probably belong to new genera are included in the as-
semblage. 
Fronl within the Inuyama radiolarian assemblage， some species of Spongosaturnalis， 
Unuma and Protunuma were described in the previous papers (YAO， 1972; ICHIKAWA & 
YAO， 1976). SOlne spongosaturnalids described from the Inuyama area were subsequently 
reported by a few workers from other parts of the world. KOZUR & MOSTLER (1972) des-
cribed Parasaturnalis (Japonおaturnalis)cf. japonたω(YAO) from the lower Carnian strata in 
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Austria. P. (J.) cf. japonicus is very similar to Spongosaturnalt:s(?) japonicus Y AO in the 
features of ring. DE WEVER et al. (in press) also described the same species from the 
Carnian litnestone in Greece. Quite recently， FEARY & HILL (1978) reported ?Spongo・
saturnalis d争locyclisYAO from Mesozoic cherts belonging to the Torlesse Supergroup in 
New Zealand. FOREMAN (1978) discovered fragments of saturnaline ring， Acanthocircus 
sp. cf. Spongosaturnalis(?) suboblongus YAO， from the Late J urassic sequence in the Atlantic 
Ocean bottom off the northwest coast of Africa. In Japan， the author (unpublished) 
detected the spongosaturnalids， Spongosaturnalis protoformおYAO， S.(?) hexagonus YAO， 
S. (?) d争locyclisY AO， S. (?) japon仰 SYAO， S. (?) sp. c， S. (?) sp. d and Veghicyclia sp. 
from cherts of the Upper Triassic Adoyama formation in the Ashio area， Northeast Japan. 
Based on the above-mentioned data from eastern Alps， Greece and Northeast Japan， it
is certain that the stratigraphical rang of Spongosaturnalis s. 1. or spongosaturnalids is 
not restricted to Jurassic and Cretaceous， but is extended down to the Late Triassic epoch. 
The Inuyama nassellarian assemblage is characterized by nun1erous species， more 
than 60 species， which are probably classified into more than 25 genera. Most of the 
nassellarians exhibit the nlorphological features that are closely related with that of the 
Late Mesozoic one， although the nassel1arians apparently indigenous to the Inuyama 
area are contained in the assemblage. Among the species described in this paper， Cyrtoca争is
sp. cf. C. operosa TAN， Trたolocapsasp. cf. T. rUsti T AN and Trたolocapsasp. cf. T. parv争ora
T AN are comparable to the respective nominal species described from chalky rocks of 
Roti， lndonesia， which may be Late Cretaceous in age. Besides， a number of species 
have a伍nitieswith the Roti assemblage. A species of cryptocephalic dicyrtids of the 
Inuyama assemblage is identified with Gongylothorax s争honoferDUMITRICA described 
from the marls of Cenomanian age of Romania. The cryptocephalic tricyrtids have 
also resemblances to certain Romanian ones. Cornutella sp. cf. C. calすりrnicaCAMPBELL 
& CLARK is similar to the species described from the Upper Cretaceous of California. 
In other regions， occurrence of artostrobids is at present restricted to Cretaceous and 
Cenozoic strata (RIEDEL， 1967 and 1971; PETRUSHEVSKAYA， 1971a). It is interesting that 
artostrobids are found in the Inuyama nassellarian assemblage. On the other hand， 
Tricolocapsa( ?) fus約rmisn. sp. and Eucyrtidium(?) unumaensis n. sp. resemble respectively 
certain Triassic species reported by DE WEVER et al. (in press) from the Carnian lime-
stone in Greece. 
The exact age， within the Mesozoic， of the Inuyama radiolarian assen1blage is not 
yet clear. Although the assernblage has close relations with the Late Mesozoic ones， 
there is scarcely any species which belongs to certain Late J urassic and Cretaceous radio-
larians. It is premature to determine the exact age for the Inuyama radiolarian assem曙
blage because of lack of reliable knowledge on pre-Late Jurassic assemblage at the present 
tlme. 
‘ Paleontological Note 
Material studied: The material is manganese carbonate ore taken at the river side 
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of the Kiso， east of Unuma， Kagamigahara City， Gifu Prefecture lText-fig. 1). The 
samples were taken from eleven ore bodies (cf. YAO， 1972， Text-fig. 1吋. A method of 
chemical treatment for the extraction of individual specimens from rocks was given in 
Part 1 of the present work. 
Classがcation: The family-level classification of the Cyrtida is mainly based on the 
cephalic structure (RIEDEL， 1971; PETRUSHEVSKAYA， 1971a). But the cephalic structure 
cannot be always observed su伍cientlyfor determination of family in many species of the 
Cyrtida from the Inuyama area. Moreover， there are species belonging to the Cyrtida 
which are beyond the criteria of family-level classification hitheto proposed. Therefore 
family-level determination is avoided， while the cephalic structure is minutely descrtibed 
as much as possible in this paper. 
Terminology: The terminology of cyrtidan shell used in this paper is mainly based 
on that of FOREMAN (1968)， DUMITRICA (1970) and PETRUSHEVSKAYA (1971a-b). 
Measurement: Measurement， which is given in the following descriptive section， is
usual1y based on more than 10 specimens of each species esxcept for two species. The 
measured specimens were selected so as to represent the dimensional variation within one 
species. For the unit of measurement，μis taken in this study. In the paragraph of 
measurement， figures on the left side of dash mean the minimum value， on the right side 
nlean the maximum value， and in parenthesis mean the average value. In the table of 
measurement， the abbreviations of elements are the following: D， Diameter; H， Height; 
T， Thickness; W， Width; 0， Overall; 1st， Cephalis; 2nd， Thorax; 3rd， Abdomen; 4th， 
Fourth segment; 5th， Fifth segment; 6th， Sixth segment; A， Aperture; Ah， Apical horn; 
Bs， Basal spine; S， Shell. 
Figure: As much as possible， many specimens within one species are figured in 
plates in order to represent the morphological variation. The scanning electron micro-
graphs are also added on some species so as to show the features of shell surface. 
Register and Depository: Type and figured specimens are registered， and deposited 
in the Department of Geosciences， Osaka City U niversity. In the systematic section 
and explanation of plates， the OCU MR number is the registered number of the speci-
men in the Department of Geosciences， Osaka City University. The number following 
IN indicates the slide number or， inthe case of metal-coated material for SEM， the number 







Polycystina EHRENBERG 1838， emend. RIEDEL 1967b 
Nassel1aria EHRENBERG 1875 
Cyrtida HAECKEL 1862， emend. PETRUSHEVSKAYA 1971a 
Genus Cyrtocalpis HAECKEL 1860 
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Cyrtocalpis sp. cf. C. operosa T AN 
(Pl. 1， Figs. 1-9) 
cf. Cyrtocaが'soperosa TAN， 1927， p.40， pl.7， fig. 27. 
25 
cf. Cyrtocaが'soperosa TAN in RIEDEL & SANFILIPPO， 1974， p. 778， pl.4， figs. 1-3; pl. 
14， fig. 10. 
cf. ?Cyrtoca紗 operosaTAN in RENZ， 1974， p.790， pl.4， figs. 15-16. 
cf. Cyrtocaが'ssp. af. C. operosa T AN in FOREMAN， 1978， p.746， pl.5， fig. 6. 
Descr争tion: Shell of two segments. Cephalis small， hemispherical， poreless with 
a short apical horn. Internally， basal skeleton formed of a median bar， afine apical spine， 
a vertical spine and lateral spines. Distal ends of lateral spines weld to wal of thorax. 
Thorax subcylindrical with very thick wall， large pores， and rough surface. Thoracic 
meshwork composed of hexagonal pore frames. Pores circular to eliptical， slightly in-
creasing in size and becoming an♂llar distally. Distal margin of shell always ragged. 
Measurement (based on 14 specimens， Table 1): Height overall， 63-158 (92); of 
cephalis， 13-23 (15); of thorax， 46-114 (76); of apical horn， 4-18 (8); maximum width 
ofshell， 36-76 (51); thickness ofthoracic wall， 7-12 (9). 
Table 1. Measurement of Cyrtocalpis sp. cf. C. operosa TAN 
Specimen 
H 
Pl. Fig. ws T (OCU 1¥在R) wal1 。 1st 2nd Ah 
ー
2101 2 105 15 90 4 50 10 
2102 1 8 115 15 90 13 55 10 
2103 85 13 65 5 45 9 
2104 6 63 13 46 5 36 7 
2105 1 7 120 13 97 11 55 10 
2106 105 13 85 5 56 
2107 1 3 105 14 80 8 53 
2108 90 14 73 5 50 
2109 1 4 80 15 60 5 45 
2110 5 84 15 63 5 46 11 
2111 78 13 60 一 43 
2112 9 158 23 114 18 76 12 
2113 123 23 80 8 57 
2114 1 1 83 13 63 5 43 8 
一. 
average 92 15 76 8 51 9 
Remarks: The shell， inouter features， isvery similar to that of Cyrtocaがsoperosa 
described by TAN (1927) and reported by RIEDEL & SANFILIPPO (1974). But the Japa-
nese fornl cannot be exactly identified with C. operosa， since an adequate description on 
the cephalic structure are not been given for C. operosa. 
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Cyrtocalpis(?) propria YAO， n.Sp. • 
(Pl. 1， Figs. 10-16) 
Descr争tion: Shell of two segments. Cephalis relatively large， hemispherical， 
poreless at apical part with a very short apical horn. A fine apical spine is observed 
in cephalic cavity. Thorax cylindrical， slightly slender distally. Thoracic wall thin 
with four to six lumber strictures arranged at regular intervals. Lumber stricture well-
defined， external1y by a change in contour and internally by a distinct shelf. Pores small， 
circular， arranged irregularly at proximal part and in transverse rows at median and distal 
parts. Two rows of pores between adjacent lumber strictures. 
Measurement (based on 11 specimens， Table 2): Height overall， 59-155 (87); of 
cephalis， 15-25 (18); of thorax， 40-110 (58); of apical horn， 2-35 (9); maximum width 
of shell， 33-65 (40). 




Pl. Fig. WS (OCU恥lR) 。 1st 2nd Ah 
一
2115 1 16 62 16 47 2 33 
2116 1 15 71 15 50 3 35 
2117 95 18 62 15 40 
2118 96 18 55 18 42 
2119 1 13 155 25 110 12 65 
2120 133 22 75 35 60 
2121 1 12 66 17 46 3 33 
2122 1 14 75 16 53 7 35 
2123 1 11 69 17 49 3 33 
2124 1 10 71 17 53 2 33 
2125 59 17 40 2 33 
1・
Remarks: This species is distinguished from Cyrtocaが'sd:が約rmisTAN (1927， p.
41， pl.7， fig. 29) by having more numerous transverse rows of thoracic pores. 
This species is doubtfully assigned to Cyrtocalpis because the structure of the in-
ternal spicules was not observed exclusive of the apical spine. 
Eり，mology: This species is named from the Latin adjective propriω，meaning 
peculiar. 
Type-φecimens: Holotype， OCU MR 2124 (IN 7-1) (pl. 1， fig. 10); Paratype， 
OCU MR 2115 (IN 1-11) (pl. 1， fig. 16). 
Genus Gongylothorax FOREMAN 1968， emend. DUMITRICA 1970 
Gongylothorax slphonofer DUMITRICA 
(Pl. 1， Figs. 17-24) 
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Gongylothorax s争honoferDUMITRICA， 1970， p.57， pl.1， figs. 3-5. 
DesC1ψtion of the Japanese form: Shell of two segments， spherical or slightly sub-
spherical. Cephalis spherical， poreless， partly depressed in thoracic cavity. Thorax 
spherical with circular， sparse pores which open in short prolongings in some specimens. 
Thoracic wall thick. Aperture narrow， circular. 
Measurement (based on 13 specimens， Table 3): Height overall， 72-105 (87); of 
cephalis， 20-24 (22); of thorax， 65-99 (82); maximum width of shell， 66-90 (75); diameter 
of aperture， 6-7 (6). 
Table 3. Measurement of Gongylothorax sφhonofer DUMITRICA 
Specimen 
H 
Pl. Fig. WS DA (OCU MR) 。 1st 2nd 
2126 1 21 85 21 75 80 6 
2127 1 22 90 20 80 75 7 
2128 1 18 75 20 70 70 一
2129 1 24 75 20 70 70 一
2130 1 19 85 21 82 75 一
2131 1 20 72 23 65 70 一
2132 1 17 88 23 85 73 6 
2133 85 20 80 72 一
2134 23 97 24 92 76 7 
2135 85 20 78 66 一
2136 95 22 93 82 一
2137 105 24 99 90 6 
2138 . 98 23 93 77 6 
average 87 22 82 75 6 
Remarks: Gongylothorax s争honoferDUMITRICA (1970) was described from the 
Cenomanian deposits of Romania. The Japanese forms of this species have a smooth 
surface of shel1 in many specimens. 
Gongylothorax oblonga YAO， n.sp. 
(Pl. 1， Figs. 25-32) 
Descr争tion: Shel1 of two segments， ellipsoidal. Cephalis spherical， poreless， partly 
encased in thoracic cavity. Internally， there are four collar pores， separated by a median 
bar， a vertical spine and primary lateral spines. A short axial spine comes downwards 
into thoracic cavity. Thorax ellipsoidal with circular， sparse pores which open in short 
projections or on srnooth surface. Aperture narrow， circular. Sutural pore distinct at 
cephalis-thorax joint with short projection. 
Measurement (based on 16 specimens， Table 4): Height o~erall ， 88-126 (104); of 
cephalis， 20-27 (23); of thorax， 78-120 (96); maximum width of shell， 53-90 (70); dia-
meter of aperture， 7-15 (9). 
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Table 4. Measurement of Gongylothorax oblonga YAO， n.sp. 
H 
Specimen Pl. Fig. WS DA (OCU時'lR) 。 1st 2nd 
2139 28 105 20 100 60 一
2140 1 27 95 25 92 60 一
2141 95 22 87 62 一
2142 105 24 98 63 9 
2143 100 2S 95 60 8 
2144 1 25 100 23 90 65 7 
2145 26 88 22 78 53 一
2146 1 29 115 27 105 62 一
2147 96 20 83 56 7 
2148 95 23 85 75 一
2149 101 23 95 81 10 
2150 1 30 107 23 103 80 10 
2151 1 31 126 24 120 87 8 
2152 113 23 110 78 10 
2153 115 20 100 90 15 
2154 105 23 98 80 一
average 104 23 96 70 9 
Remarks: This species is distinguished from Gongylothorax s紗onoferby the el-
lipsoidal thorax， and from Theope刈， gen. and sp. indet. in FOREMAN (1971， p.1676， pl.
3， fig. 1) and Dたoゐcapsasp. A in MOORE (1973， p.826， pl.11， fig. 10) by having no 
longitudinal ridges on the shel1 surface. 
Eり，mology: This species is named from the Latin adjective oblongus， meaning el-
liptical or elongate. 
Type-specimens: Holotype， OCU MR 2144 (IN 7-9) (pl. 1， fig. 25); Paratype， 
OCU MR 2139 (IN 3-1-8) (pl. 1， fig. 28). 
Genus Diacanthocapsa SQUINABOL 1903， emend. DUMITRICA 1970 
Diacanthocapsa normalis YAO， n.sp. 
(Pl. 2， Figs. 1-15) 
Description: Shel1 of three segments， oval. Cephalis spherical， poreless， partly 
encased in thoracic cavity. Thorax hemispherical or campanulate， thick-walled relatively. 
Thoracic base flat with a large central opening. Abdomen hemispherical， smaller than 
thorax. At thorax骨abdomenjoint， stricture indistinct. Pores small， circular， sparsely 
arranged. Aperture narrow， circular， opens at end of short projection. 
Measurement (based on 20 specimens， Table 5): Height ovreall， 82-129 (107); of 
cephalis， 18-28 (22); of thorax， 45-70 (59); of abdomen， 25-54 (39); maximum width 
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Table 5. Measurement of Diacanthocapsa normalis YAO， n.sp. 
Specimen 
H 
Pl. Fig. WS DA (OCU恥lR) 。 1st 2nd 3rd 
2155 125 20 65 50 85 6 
2156 2 2 120 23 60 45 85 7 
2157 115 23 65 35 90 一
2158 2 3 115 20 65 35 75 7 
2159 2 8 105 23 55 40 60 一
2160 2 1 115 23 60 40 80 7 
2161 2 5 120 25 63 45 92 一
2162 2 7 123 23 70 42 83 一
2163 2 4 129 28 65 54 98 8 
2164 115 24 65 42 85 一
2165 2 6 • 125 21 68 50 87 一
2167 2 11 96 22 48 40 71 一
2168 95 18 53 32 69 一
2169 82 20 45 28 57 一
2170 2 13 85 21 53 25 67 一
2171 2 12 90 22 52 30 66 一
2172 2 10 103 20 55 40 60 一
2173 2 9 98 21 55 40 58 5 
2174 2 14 89 20 58 27 60 一
2175 95 20 52 35 63 4 
average 107 22 59 39 75 6 
of shell， 57-98 (75); diameter of aperture， 4-8 (6). 
Remarks: This species differs from Diacanthocapsa umbilicata DUMITRICA (1970， 
p. 63-64， pl.6， figs. 30-34; pl. 7， fig. 36; pl. 20， figs. 123-124) in that the cephalis is not 
completely encased in the thoracic wall and cavity， that the stricture at the thorax-abdo-
men joint is indistinct， and that the aperture is not lateral. This species is rather similar 
to D. acuminata DUMITRICA (1970， p.65， p1.7， figs. 38-39 and 43)， but cannot belong to 
the latter because the cephalis is not completely encased in the thoracic cavity， and the 
pores are not arranged in longitudinal rows. 
Etymology: This species is named from the Latin adjective normalis， meaning 
normal. 
Typeψecimens: Holotype， OCU MR 2160 (IN 7-9) (pl. 2， fig. 1); Paratype， 
OCU MR 2158 (IN 7-9) (pl. 2， fig. 3). 
Diacanthocapsa(?) operculi Y AO， n.sp. 
(Pl. 2， Figs. 16-27) 
Descrかtion: Shell of four segments， oval. Cephalis spherical， poreless， par1y or 
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completely encased in thoracic wal1 and cavity. Thorax and abdomen hemispherical 
respectively with thick wall and sparse， smal1， circular pores. In some specimens， a 
transverse ridge present on inner surface of thoracic wall. At thorax-abdomen joint， 
stricture indistinct. Fourth segment small， dish四likewith large pores at proximal part 
arranged in one transverse row， and small pores in median and distal parts. Wall of 
fourth segment thin without aperture. 
Measurement (based on 12 specimens， Table 6): Height overall， 78-111 (96); of 
cephalis， 18-24 (20); of thorax， 35-45 (39); of abdomen， 26-47 (36); of fourth segment， 
7-20 (15); maximum width of shell， 50-80 (69). 
Table 6. Measurement of Diacanthocapsa(?) operculi YAO， n.sp. 
. H 
Specimen Pl. Fig. WS (OCU MR) 。 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
2177 2 18 90 20 42 28 14 62 
2178 2 19 98 23 39 34 15 69 
2179 2 17 110 24 37 47 20 76 
2180 2 16 95 20 45 30 16 75 
2181 2 21 78 21 33 30 8 56 
2182 2 20 80 18 35 30 13 50 
2185 2 22 105 20 40 45 15 80 
2186 2 27 87 19 37 26 16 58 
2187 2 26 97 18 37 34 15 69 
2188 2 25 100 20 37 37 15 73 
2189 2 24 105 20 43 47 7 78 
2190 2 23 111 21 40 45 20 79 
. . . 
Remarks: Diacanthocapsa(?) operculi n. sp. is obviously cryptocephalic species. 
It is not clear whether the fourth segment is regarded as a segment or an appendage of 
abdomen. This species， therefore， isdoubtfully assigned to Diacanthocapsa which is a 
tricyrtid. 
Eり，mology: This species is named from the Latin noun operculum， meaning lid. 
Type-ゆecimens: Holotype， OCU MR 2178 (IN 1-13) (pl. 2， fig. 19); Paratype， 
OCU MR 2177 (IN 1-14) (pl. 2， fig. 18). 
Genus Tricolocapsa HAECKEL 1881 
Tricolocapsa sp. cf. T. rUsti T AN 
(Pl. 3， Figs. 8-20) 
cf. Tricolocapsa rUsti T AN， 1927， p.50， pl.9， fig. 65. 
Descr争tion: Shell globose with three segments. Cephalis spherical， sparsely pored， 
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partly depressed in thoracic cavity. Internally， there are four collar pores， separated 
by a median bar， a vertical spine and primary lateral spines. Dorsal spine and primary 
lateral spines extend into thoracic cavity and weld to distal thoracic wall. Thorax trun-
cate-conical， porous with flat base. Abdomen globose with small circular pores and 
thick wall. Whole surface of shell with hexagonal relief on frame surrounding each 
pore. Aperture small， circular. Sutural pore on thorax relatively large， circular. 
Measurement (based on 11 specimens， Table 7): Height overalJ， 115-145 (131); of 
cephalis， 18-24 (21); of thorax， 17-27 (22); of abdomen， 78-115 (94); maximum width 
of shell， 96-130 (113). 
Table 7. Measurement of Tricolocapsa sp. cf. T. rUsti TAN 
Specimen 
H • 
Pl. Fig. WS (OCU恥iR) 。 1st 2nd 3rd 
2191 3 8 120 22 25 85 110 
2192 3 16 145 20 20 110 125 
2193 3 13 142 20 27 103 122 
2194 3 12 130 20 22 90 110 
2195 3 18 145 20 23 115 130 
2196 3 15 133 18 17 101 118 
2197 3 14 135 23 25 92 115 
2198 3 10 118 23 23 78 96 
2199 3 9 115 24 21 80 108 
2201 3 11 130 23 18 87 105 
2202 128 21 23 90 106 
. 
Remarks: This species is very similar to TrたolocapsarUsti T AN， but differs from it 
in that the cephalis is partly depressed in the thoracic cavity. 
Tγicolocapsa sp. cf. T. PαγvipoγαT胤
(Pl. 2， Figs. 28-37; Pl. 3， Figs. 1-7) 
cf. Tricolocapsaparvipora TAN， 1927， p.48-49， pl.9， fig. 59. 
Description: Shell of three segments. Cephalis spherical， poreless， partly depressed 
in thoracic cavity. Thorax small， truncate-conical， sparsely pored. Abdomen oval or 
cylindrical with sparse， small， circular pores. In some specimens， pores arranged in 
longitudinal rows. Abdominal wall relatively thick with smooth surface. Aperture 
small， circular. 
Measurement (based on 16 specimens， Table 8): Height overall， 87-130 (106); of 
cephalis， 15-23 (20); of thorax， 16-25 (19); of abdomen， 55-100 _(73); maximum width 
of shell， 60-90 (71). 
Remarks: In this species， two types are observed with respect to the pore arrange-
， 
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Table 8. Measurement of Tricolocapsa sp. cf. T. parvipora 'FAN 
H 
Specimen Pl. Fig. WS (OCU 1¥任R) 。 1st 2nd 3rd 
2205 3 5 130 20 20 100 90 
2206 3 1 115 23 20 85 90 
2208 3 4 115 20 23 80 80 
2209 2 33 110 20 18 70 65 
2210 2 28 100 20 23 65 60 
2211 2 30 101 20 18 70 65 
2212 2 35 100 18 17 69 60 
2213 2 34 105 18 20 73 63 
2214 2 29 105 20 18 71 64 
2215 2 31 104 19 17 75 65 
2216 106 21 17 75 68 
2217 2 37 90 21 19 60 70 
2218 2 36 98 20 20 68 73 
2219 3 2 104 18 18 72 78 
2220 2 32 87 20 16 55 64 
2221 3 3 120 15 25 85 78 
average 106 20 19 73 71 
ment， namely irregular and regular types. The latter type of specimens may be com・
pared to T. parvipora var.αTAN (1927， p.49， p1.9， fig. 60)， but could not be distirト
guished as a separate taxon. This species differs fronl T. parvipora in that the cephalis 
is partly hidden in the thoracic cavity. 
Tricolocapsa plicarum YAO， n.sp. 
(P1. 4， Figs. 1-11) 
Desc1ψtion: Shell of three segments. Cephalis spherical， poreless， partly depressed 
in thoracic cavity. Thorax truncate-conical， sparsely pored. Thoracic base flat with 
somewhat constricted opening. Abdomen spherical with thick wall， longitudinal plicae， 
and small， numerous， circular pores arranged in longitudinal rows. One row of pores 
pres.ent between neighbouring two longitudinal plicae. Longitudinal plicae extend to 
thoracic and often cephalic surface. Aperture constricted， and covered by a pored， 
thin-wal1ed mamma. 
Measurement (based on 12 specimens， Table 9): Height overall， 104-150 (135); of 
cephalis， 20-26 (21); of thorax， 23-30 (26); of abdomen (without mamma) ， 55-90 (78); 
of mamma， 7-20 (15); maximum width of shell， 78-106 (98). 
Remarks: This species is characterized by the basal appendage， which is not con-
sidered as an independent segment. This species is similar to Hemicryptocapsa capita 
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Table 9. Measurement of Tricolocapsa plicarum YAO， n.sp. 
Specimen H Pl. Fig. WS (OCU恥1R) 。 1st 2nd 3rd (4th) 
2223 4 5 133 20 28 70 18 93 
2224 4 150 20 30 90 20 105 
2225 4 6 138 20 30 78 16 101 
2226 4 2 140 23 25 90 15 105 
2227 140 22 24 85 15 105 
2228 4 4 140 26 23 85 13 106 
2229 4 3 147 20 24 87 18 105 
2230 4 8 124 24 23 70 14 95 
2231 4 7 134 20 30 68 15 91 
2232 131 20 23 77 12 
、
100 
2233 138 一 24 78 12 97 
. 2234 104 21 25 55 7 78 
' • 1・ . 
TAN (1927， p.50-51， pl.9， fig. 67) in having the basal appendage， but differs from the 
latter in that the thorax is not depressed in the abdominal cavity， and in having the 101ト
gitudinal plicae on the shell surface. 
Etymology: This species is named from the Latin noun plicae (plural)， meaning 
plicae. 
Type-specimens: Holotype， OCU MR 2224 (IN 7-9) (pl. 4， fig. 1); Paratype， OCU 
MR 2225 (IN 7-23) (pl. 4， fig. 6). 
Tricolocapsa( ?) fusグormisYAO， n.sp. 
(P1. 4， Figs. 12-18; P1. 5， Figs. 1-4) 
、
Desc1ψtion: Shel1 of four segments， fusiforlll. Cephalis spherical， poreless， partly 
depressed in thoracic cavity. Thorax truncate-conical， porous with indistinct stricture 
externally at thorax-abdomen joint. Abdomen subspherical， sparsely pored with thick 
wal1 and smooth surface. Abdominal base flat with a large central opening. Fourth 
segment dish-like， sparsely pored， with thin wall， and large pores at proximal p訂 t.
Measurement (based on 10 specimens， Table 10): Height overall， 95-130 (116); of 
cephalis， 18-23 (20); of thorax， 18-28 (23); of abdomen， 38-87 (60); of fourth segment， 
15-25 (22); maximum width of shel1， 72-96 (82). 
Remarks: This species is distinguished from other species of Tricoゐcapsaby having 
the fourth segment which is dish-like and covers the abdominal central opening. In 
the same sence as in Diacanthocapsa(?) operculi YAO described above， it is not clear whether 
the fourth segment of this species is certain1y an independent one or not. 
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Table 10. Measurement of Tηcolocapsa( ?) fusiformis Y AO， t1. sp. 
Specimen 
H 
Pl. Fig. WS (OCU MR) 。 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
2235 4 12 120 20 20 65 23 87 
2236 4 16 120 20 20 68 23 85 
2237 5 2 130 20 28 68 24 87 
2238 5 125 22 25 87 24 85 
2239 4 17 130 20 27 73 15 96 
2240 4 14 113 18 25 52 23 83 
2241 4 18 110 20 20 55 19 79 
2242 4 13 106 23 20 47 21 78 
2243 108 18 23 48 19 72 
2244 4 15 95 19 18 38 25 72 
average 116 20 23 60 22 82 
一一
Etymology: This species is named from the Latin adjective fusiformis， meaning 
fusiform. 
Type-φecimens: Holotype， OCU MR 2235 (IN 7-9) (pl. 4， fig. 12); Paratype， 
OCU MR 2238 (IN 7-9) (pl. 5， fig. 1). 
Genus Stichocapsa HAECKEL 1881 
Stichocapsa tegiminis YAO， n.sp. 
(Pl. 5， Figs. 5-13) 
Desc1ψtion: Shell of five segments， fusiform. Cephalis spherical， partly depressed 
in thoracic cavity， poreless with a very small apical horn and thin wall. Thorax and 
abdomen together truncate-conical， porous with indistinct strictures externally at thorax-
abdomen joint and abdomen-fourth segment joint. Abdominal height lower than tho-
racic one. Fourth segment truncate-subspherical with thick wall and ftat base. A 
central opening at fourth segmental base relatively constricted with thick septal plate. 
Pores small， circular， arranged regularly. Fifth segment dish-like， porous with thin 
wall， and large pores at proximal part. 
Measurement (based on 11 specimens， Table 11): Height overall， 130-150 (139); of 
cephalis， 20-25 (23); of thorax， 17-25 (21); of abdomen， 18-23 (19); of fourth segment， 
48-68 (59); of自白hsegment， 19-28 (25); maximum width of shell， 92-103 (96). 
Remarks: This species is similar to Tricolocapsa(?) fiωiformおYAOdescribed above， 
and also slightly to Diacanthocapsa(?) operculi Y AO described above in the external whole 
shape， but di:fers from them in having five segments. 
Eり，mology: This species is named from the Latin noun tegimen， meaning cover. 
Type-ψecimens: Holotype， OCU MR 2273 (IN 7-9) (pl. 5， fig. 11); Paratype， OCU 
MR 2283 (IN 7-24) (pl. 5， fig. 12). 
， 
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Table 11. Measurement of Stichocapsa tegiminis YAO， n.sp. 
Specimen H Pl. Fig. WS (OCU恥iR) 。 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
2273 5 11 138 25 25 18 55 28 95 
2274 5 5 140 23 18 21 60 25 96 
2275 142 25 25 18 55 28 99 
2276 5 7 139 23 23 23 60 19 94 
2277 5 6 140 22 23 18 65 21 97 
2278 132 25 24 17 48 24 92 
2279 5 9 136 22 17 17 60 26 97 
2280 5 10 143 23 23 19 60 25 95 
2281 150 23 20 20 68 27 103 
2282 5 8 130 22 20 19 55 21 93 
2283 5 12 144 20 18 19 62 26 100 
一. . . 1・ • a 
Sitchocapsa convexa YAO， n.sp. 
(Pl. 5， Figs. 14-16; P1. 6， Figs. 1-7) 
DesC1争tion: Shell of four segments， conical at upper half. Cephalis spherical， 
poreless， partly depressed in thoracic cavity. Thorax and abdomen together truncate-
conical with flat base and externally indistinct strictures. Fourth segment truncate-
spherical with small aperture. Pores sn1all， circular， arranged sparsely on post-cephalic 
segments， and densely in one transverse row at proximal part of thorax. 
Measurement (based on 10 specimens， Table 12): Height overall， 105-185 (153); of 
Table 12. Measurement of Stichocapsa convexa YAO， n.sp. 
Specimen 
H 
Pl. Fig. WS (OCU MR) 。 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 
2245 6 185 20 30 27 117 145 
2246 6 2 175 22 23 22 115 120 
2247 6 4 181 24 28 25 105 140 
2248 5 14 160 22 20 20 105 120 
2249 6 3 170 18 26 22 113 105 
2250 5 16 160 23 20 20 100 125 
2251 5 15 135 18 23 20 80 110 
2252 6 5 130 20 25 20 60 90 
2253 105 15 23 23 50 75 
2254 6 6 130 19 23 18 75 105 
. • • E 
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cephalis， 15-24 (20); of thorax， 20-30 (24); of abdomen， 18-27 (22); of fourth segment， 
50-117 (91); maximum width of shell， 75-145 (114). 
Remarks: This species is similar to Cyrtocapsa asseni TAN (1927， p.67， p1.14， fig. 
118)， but differs from it in having four segments and smaller pores. This species also 
differs from Stichocapsa japonica Y AO as indicated under the latter species. 
Etymology: This species is named from the Latin adjective convexω， meanlng 
convex. 
Type-ψecimens: Holotype， OCU MR 2245 (IN 1-14) (p1. 6， fig. 1); Paratype， OCU 
MR 2250 (IN 1-14) (p1. 5， fig. 16). 
Stichocapsa japonica YAO， n.sp. 
(Pl. 6， Figs. 8-12; P1. 7， Figs. 1-15) 
Desc1ψtion: Shell of four to six segments. Cephalis spherical， poreless， part1y 
depressed in thoracic cavity. Thorax and abdonlen together truncate-conical with in-
distinct strictures externally. Fourth segment flattened-spherical with basal flat， and 
with relatively large aperture or central opening. Pores small， circular， arranged sparsely. 
In some specimens， fifth (and sixth) segment present， which are flattened-spherical with 
slightly larger pores arranged randomly; those height and width nearly same as fourth 
segment. Strictures among fourth to sixth segments distinct. 
Measurement (based on 18 specimens， Table 13): Height overal1 (shell of four 
segments)， 85-155 (113); of cephalis， 15-25 (20); of thorax， 15-30 (22); of abdonlen， 
15-28 (21); of fourth segment， 37-85 (57); of fifth segment， 25-70 (54); of sixth seg司
ment， 47-65 (53); maximum width of shell， 75-135 (106). 
Remarks: Specimens with fifth and sixth segments are rare. More common are 
four四segmentedspecimens. In this study， they are treated as one species. Simple four-
segmented specimens of this species are distinguished from Stichocapsa convexa YAO 
described above by having a flattened国fourthsegment with flat base. 
EりImology: This species is named from the Latin adjective japon'icus， meaning 
Japanese. 
Type-φecimens: Holotype， OCU MR 2255 (IN 6-9) (p1. 6， fig. 10); Paratype， 
OCU MR 2260 (IN 11-16) (p1. 6， fig. 9) and OCU MR 2263 (IN 6-9) (p1. 7， fig. 6). 
Genus Cyrtocapsa HAECKEL 1881 
Cyrtocapsa mastoidea YAO， n.sp. 
(Pl. 8， Figs. 1-8) 
Descr争tion: Shell of five segments. Cephalis spherical， poreless with a short 
apical horn. Internal1y， a branched ve凶calspine (as in FOREMAN， 1966， figs. 4-6) pre-
sent. Thorax and abdomen together truncate-conical without stricture externally. F ourth 
segment truncate-subspherical with basal thickened-wall， and a constricted aperture or a 
• 
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Table 13. Measurement of Stichocapsajaponica YAO， n.sp. 
Specimen 
H 
Pl. Fig. (OCU 1¥任R) o (1.._4) 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
2255 6 10 130 25 30 25 60 
2256 6 8 135 22 28 23 75 
2257 7 3 155 25 22 27 85 
2258 6 11 126 18 20 18 73 
2259 7 2 111 19 18 20 57 
2260 6 9 110 15 20 18 58 
2261 7 108 17 16 17 60 
2262 7 4 85 20 17 17 37 60 
2263 7 6 120 23 30 25 55 60 
2264 7 8 110 19 25 23 60 60 
2265 7 9 130 20 30 27 65 55 
2266 7 7 135 17 25 28 63 65 
2267 7 12 100 15 17 15 50 45 
2268 7 10 90 16 一 一 43 58 
2269 88 18 22 15 43 45 
2270 7 13 125 23 23 23 65 53 
2271 7 11 86 23 23 16 37 70 
2272 7 5 95 20 15 18 45 25 





























central opening. Second to fourth segments with pores and smooth surface. Pores 
smal1， circular， arranged regularly and partly irregularly. Fifth segment small， cylindrical 
proximally and median1y， and hemispherical distally with a short spine in some speci輔
mens. Last segrnent with thin wall， and with large， circular pores. 
Measurement (based on 12 specimens， Table 14): Height overall， 145-180 (160); 
of cephalis 18-26 (21); of thorax， 20-27 (24); of abdomen， 20-32 (25); of fourth seg-
ment， 48-70 (59); of 自白hsegment， 25-37 (30); of apical horn， 1-5 (3); of basal spine， 
2-15 (7); maximum width of shell， 67-98 (81). 
Remarks: This species is characterized by the飴 hsegment which forms a basket嘩
like shell and covers the aperture of fourth segment. It is doubtful that the 紅白 seg由
ment is an independent one. 
Eり，mology: This species is named from the Latin adjective 11lastoideus， meaning 
mastoid. 
7勾ηypμう)e
OCU MR229引1(σIN 1ト一1“6)(pμ1.8， fig. 4). 
Cyrtocapsa(りがsoensisY AO， n.sp. 
(P1. 8， Figs. 9-16) 
. . 
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Pl. Fig. WS (OCU 1¥任R) 。 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th Ah Bs 
2284 8 1 180 23 27 20 70 37 3 3 98 
2285 8 5 160 26 26 28 55 31 2 一 85 
2286 8 6 160 18 20 27 60 30 2 2 80 
2287 154 23 27 23 60 27 4 一 67 
2288 160 18 22 26 53 30 一 15 75 
2289 8 2 160 23 24 25 65 25 2 5 95 
2290 8 3 165 20 23 25 58 30 3 10 88 
2291 8 4 158 23 20 25 58 30 1 8 83 
2292 155 22 25 23 60 32 3 一 82 
2293 145 20 20 22 48 28 5 5 75 
2294 一 18 27 32 60 一 一 一 68 
2295 一 22 23 一 一 一 3 一 71 
average 160 21 24 25 59 30 3 7 81 
DeSC1ψtion: Shell of four segments， spindle-shaped. Cephalis spherical， poreless 
with a thick apical horn， and part1y depressed in thoracic cavity. Cephalis and thorax 
together conical. Abdomen cylindrical， expanded at median part. Fourth segment 
inverted conical， aslarge as thorax or a litle larger with a terminal constricted aperture. 
Pores small， circular， arranged irregularly. Strictures between segments indistinct. 
Measurement (based on 10 specimens， Table 15): Height overall， 118-193 (160); 
of cephalis， 17-20 (18); of thorax， 22-30 (26); of abdomen， 28-60 (45); of fourth seg-
ment， 38-67 (53); of apical horn， 13-35 (20); maximum width of shell， 54-73 (63). 
Table 15. Measurement of Cyrtocapsa(?) kisoensis YAO， n.sp . 
. 
H 
(OSpCeU cimMeRn ) 
. 
Pl. Fig. . WS 。 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Ah 
2296 8 10 193 18 30 60 52 30 65 
2297 8 9 143 18 27 43 50 一
. 
56 
. 2298 8 11 170 17 23 47 57 25 65 
2299 8 13 160 17 27 47 47 21 62 
'て二
2300 180 17 22 . 53 58 35 72 
2301 8 12 155 18 23 52 55 13 56 
2302 8 15 118 20 27 28 38 14 54 
2303 8 14 139 18 27 48 43 16 67 
2304 170 20 27 38 67 12 64 
2305 175 20 27 38 62 17 73 
' ' t 
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Remarks: This species is similar to Lithocampe cryptocephala DUMITRICA (1970)， 
but differs from it in having a thick apical horn. 
Eり，mology: This species is named after the Kiso mountains， northeast of the Inu-
yama area， Central J apan. 
Type-speci1nens: Holotype， OCU MR 2298 (IN 11-9) (pl. 8， fig. 11); Paratype， 
OCU MR 2296 (IN 3-1-8) (pl. 8， fig. 10). 
Genus EucσyrバtidiωumηlEH王R悶ENBERG1847 
Eucσyrバtidi'ωu1，1刈?
(Pl. 9， Figs. 1-11) 
Descrかtion: Shell of four segments. Cephalis smal， spherical or subspherical， 
poreless with an apical horn; in some specimens with a vertical horn; internally， an apical 
spine and rarely a vertical spine present. Thorax truncate-conical with closed pores and 
irregular hexagonal meshworks on whole surface， and with a sutural pore at proximal part. 
Third segment large relatively， inflated-hemispherical， poreless with smooth surface; in 
some specimens circular pores arranged in transverse rows at joint with thorax and at 
distal part. Fourth segment cylindrical， slightly narrow distally with pores scattered. 
Large pores arranged in one transverse row at joint with third segment. Fourth seg-
ment with thin wall distally. 
Measurement (based on 20 specimens， Table 16): Height overal， 120-190 (148); of 
cephalis， 12-24 (17); of thorax， 17-37 (23); of abdomen， 33-72 (47); of fou的 segment，
23-80 (42); of apical horn， 5-38 (20); maximum width of shel， 44 101 (74). 
Remarks: This species is similar in whole shape to Eucyrtidiu1n pぴctumRIEDEL & 
SANFILIPPO (1974， p.778， pl.5，五g.7; pl. 12， figs. 14-15)， but is distinguished from it 
by having no longitudinal plicae on the third segment. 
Eり，mology: This species is named after Unuma， north of Inuyama， Central ]apan. 
Type-ψeci1nens: Holotype， OCU MR 2308 (IN 7-9) (pl. 9， fig. 7); Paratype， OCU 
MR 2327 (IN 1-12) (pl. 9， fig. 2). 
Genus Napora PESSAGNO 1977 
Napora spp. 
(Pl. 10， Figs. 1-10) 
cf. Tripilidium obliquu1tl HINDE， 1900， p.26-27， pl.2，五g.9. 
cf. Tripilidium dendrocanthos SQUINABOL， 1903， p.126， pl.8， fig. 32 
cf. Tripilidiu1n debile RむSTin FISCHLI， 1916， p.46， figs. 54-55. 
cf. Trがlidium(?)sp. A and B in FOREMAN， 1973， p.265， p1.10， figs. 13-19. 
cf. Napora burkryi and N. 10φensis PESSAGNO， 1977， p. 94-96， pl.12， figs. 8-10. 
Retnarks: Included under this designation are dicyrtids with an apical horn and 
、
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Table 16. Measurement of Eucyrtidium unumaensis YAO， n.sp. 
H 
oS p ceu cimm Pl. Fig. WS (OCU MR) 。 1st 2nd 3rd 4th Ah 
2308 9 7 170 17 17 40 80 15 65 
2309 165 20 21 46 52 35 44 
2310 148 20 20 38 38 30 70 
2311 9 11 140 24 19 40 37 25 73 
2312 9 8 140 13 18 37 60 12 70 
2313 9 10 125 22 20 45 31 24 65 
2314 160 17 20 50 40 30 75 
2315 135 17 22 45 37 13 71 
2316 155 20 21 37 50 23 70 
2317 135 20 20 33 34 22 60 
2318 133 17 20 48 39 5 75 
2319 130 17 23 45 36 8 70 
2320 120 17 23 47 42 一 76 
2321 122 17 23 37 50 一 73 
2322 132 15 20 42 50 一 68 
2323 9 3 190 15 37 72 35 38 101 
2324 9 4 180 17 32 65 35 32 88 
2325 180 17 33 65 35 35 92 
2326 9 1 150 12 30 60 23 30 93 
2327 9 2 140 15 25 45 30 25 75 
average 148 17 23 47 42 20 74 
three feet. The shel1 consists of a relatively large cephalis and a large subglobular thorax. 
Apical horn bears subsidiary spines. Some specimens have a short vertical horn. The 
three feet are three bladed and curved with convexity outward. 1nternally， there are six 
col1ar pores， separated by the median bar， vertical spine， dorsal spine， and primary and 
secondary lateral spines. Apical spine extends as a columel1a within the cephalic cavity. 
1n some specimens， thin pored shell adheres to distal end of cephalis. 
Genus Solenotryma FOREMAN 1968 
Solenotryma(?) spp. 
(Pl. 9， Figs. 12-16) 
cf. Solenotr)Jma spp. in RIEDEL & SANFILIPPO， 1974， p.780， pl.9， figs. 9-11; pl. 13， 
fig. 11. 
cf. ?Tricolocapsa parvipora TAN in RENZ， 1974， p.798， pl.11， fig. 3. 
Remarks: These specimens are apparently related to Solenotryma which consists of 
both a fundamental part and an appendage of the shell. The appendage encases the 
distal part of the fundamental shell consisted of three or four segments. In the same 
"・
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way， more distal appendage encases the distal part of proximal one. 
Genus Cornutella EHRENBERG 1838 
Cornutella sp. cf. C. caZifornica CAMPBELL & CLARK 
(Pl. 11， Figs. 1-4) 
41 
cf. Cornutella cal伶rnicaCAMPBELL & CLARK， 1944b， p.22-23， pl.7， figs. 33-34 and 
42-43. 
cf. CornuteZZa caZifornica CAMPBELL & CLARK in FOREMAN， 1968， p. 21-22， pl.3， figs. 
1a・c.
cf. Cornutella sp. inRIEDEL & SANFILIPPO， 1970， pl.3， fig. 3.
cf. Cornutella caZifornica CAMP13ELL & CLARK in DUMITRICA， 1973， p. 788， pl.10， fig. 1. 
cf. Cornutella spp. in RENZ， 1974， p.789-790， pl.4， figs. 10-14. 
Desclψtion: Shel conical. Apical horn long， slender， straight or waη，; its length 
variable. Shell poreless proximally， then with circular to polygonal pores which increase 
in size distaly. Pores arranged quincuncialy or partly iregularly; meshwork delicate. 
Basal portion always broken of. Internally， cephalis with no colar stricture. 
Measurement (based on 4 specimens， Table 17): Height overal， 170-481 (269); of 
apical horn， 45-368 (154); of segment (cephalis and thorax togehter)， 105-125 (114); 
maximum width of shel， 45-78 (59); of apical horn， 4-11 (7). 
Table 17. Measurement of Cornutela sp. cf. C. californica CAMPBELL & CLAR1王
Specimen H w Pl. Fig. (OCU 1¥在R) 。 1st+2nd Ah S Ah 
2345 1 3 198 113 85 50 5 
2346 1 2 225 105 18 45 6 
2347 1 4 170 125 45 62 1 
2348 1 1 481 113 368 78 4 
average 269 114 154 59 7 
Remarks: Incomplete specimens with basal portion broken off are observed. The 
specimens， however， are similar morphologicaly to Cornutella californica CAMPBELL & 
CLARK (1944). 
Cornutella( ?) riedeli Y AO， n. sp. 
(P1. 11， Figs. 5-9) 
Description: Shell narrow conical. Apical horn relatively long， straight with sharp 
tip. Shell poreless proximally， then with circular pores which increase in size distaly. 
Pores arranged irregularly or somewhat quincuncialy. Basal portion always broken of. 
、
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Cephalis with no collar stricture; thorax with internally three to five transversal ridges 
at nearly re思Ilarintervals in median and distal parts. 
Measurement (based on 10 specimens， Table 18): Height overall， 163-308 (220); of 
apical horn， 25-155 (83); of segment (cephalis and thorax together)， 115-160 (136); 
maximum width of shell， 60-75 (64); of apical horn， 4-8 (6); maximum interval between 
transverse ridges， 20-33 (26). 
Table 18. Measurement of Cornutella(?) riedeli YAO， n.sp. 
Specimen 
H w 
Pl. Fig. IR* (OCU MR) 。 1st+2nd Ah S . Ah 
2349 11 5 303 148 155 61 5 23 
2350 11 9 220 130 90 63 8 25 
2351 215 125 90 63 4 26 
2352 11 6 168 135 33 62 7 20 
2353 165 138 27 一 6 26 
2354 163 138 25 65 5 一
2355 170 135 35 60 一 27 
2356 11 7 193 140 53 63 5 27 
2357 11 8 308 115 190 62 5 一
2358 295 160 135 75 6 33 
average 220 136 83 64 6 26 
* maximum interval between transverse ridges. 
Remarks: This species is similar to Cornutella caZifornica CAMPBELL & CLARK 
(1944)， but differs from it in having internal transverse ridges. 
Eり!mology: This species is named for Dr.羽T.R.RIEDEL. 
Typeψecimens: Holotype， OCU MR 2349 (IN 9-3) (p1. 11， fig. 5); Paratype， OCU 
MR 2352 (IN 7-1) (pl. 11， fig.6). 
Genus Artostrobium HAECKEL 1887 
Artostrobium( ?) primum YAO， n.sp. 
(P1. 12， Figs. 1-10) 
Descrかtion: Shell of four segments， slightly narrow. Cephalis conical， small with-
out a horn， and with a tube and pores. Tube short， protruding laterally with a large 
opening outside. Pores circular， arranged irregularly and sparsely. Thorax and abdomen 
with downwardly directed circular pores， arranged in transverse rows. Fourth segment 
cylindrical， slightly slender distally with lumber strictures external1y and internally， and 
with transverse rows of circular pores. Shell surface roughened by prominent irregular 
longitudinal ridges at proximal and median parts. 
Measurement (based on 11 specimens， Table 19): Height overall， 63-115 (83); of 
• 
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Table 19. Measurement of Artostrobium(?) primum YAO， n.sp. 
Specimen H Pl. Fig. WS (OCU MR) 。 lst+2nd 3rd 4th 
2359 12 115 35 22 58 58 
2360 12 8 85 33 17 38 46 
2361 12 7 98 32 17 50 48 
2362 12 2 90 37 18 35 51 
2363 12 4 85 33 17 35 45 
2364 90 37 20 34 52 
2365 12 3 75 28 20 23 45 
2368 12 5 70 38 17 13 45 
2369 70 34 22 15 43 
2370 70 36 20 12 45 
2372 12 9 63 20 17 25 40 
average 83 33 19 31 47 
cephalis and thorax together， 20-38 (33); of abdomen， 17-22 (19); of fourth segment， 12-
58 (31); maximum width of shell， 40-58 (47). 
Remarks: The cephalis of this species are small relatively. 1 t isd伍cultto observe 
the cephalic structure under the optic microscope. Under the scanning electron micro由
scope， the outer features， namely form of pores， pore arrangement， ridges on shell surface 
and opening of tube， are ascertained clearly. Although this species is doubtfully assigned 
to Artostrobium， it belongs certainly to Artostrobiinae RIEDEL 1967b， emend. PETRUSHEV-
SKAYA 1971a， judging from the tube and other external features. It is interesting phy-
logenically that artostrobids was discovered from the pre-Cretaceous rocks. 
Eり，mology: This species is named from the Latin adjective primus， meaning primary. 
Typeψecimens: Holotype， OCU MR 2359 (IN 1-10) (pl. 12， fig. 1); Paratype， 
OCU MR 2362 (IN 1-16) (pl. 12，五g.2). 
Artostrobiumο1) sp. 
(P1. 12， Figs. 11-15) 
Description: Shell of five segments. Cephalis and thorax together conical; post-
thoracic shell cylindrical with distinct strictures. Cephalis relatively large with a tube 
having a large opening. Cephalic pores small， sparsely scattered; thoracic pores small， 
circular， irregularly arranged; post-thoracic pores relatively large， circular， arranged in 
transverse rows. Distal margin of last segments always ragged. 
Measurement (based on 8 specimens， Table 20): Height overall， 79-108 (92); of 
cephalis and thorax together， 28-33 (32); of abdomen， 13-23 (17); of fourth segment， 15-
27 (21); of fifth segment， 10-30 (19); maximum width of shell， 52-69 (62). 
、
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Table 20. Measurement of Artostrobium(?) sp. 
H 
Specimen Pl. Fig. WS (OCU 1¥任R) 。 lst+2nd 3rd 4th 5th 
2373 12 14 108 33 20 25 27 65 
2374 103 33 16 20 30 65 
2375 102 28 17 27 27 68 
2376 12 15 96 33 23 22 17 69 
2377 85 32 13 15 20 60 
2378 12 11 83 30 17 23 10 59 
2379 12 12 79 30 13 20 11 56 
2380 12 13 79 33 20 17 10 52 
average 92 32 17 21 19 62 
一一一
Remarks: This species differs from Artostrobium(?) primum Y AO described above 
in having distinct strictures. This is one of the rare forms in the assemblage. 
Genus Ectonocorys FOREMAN 1968 
Ectonocorysψinosa YAO， n.sp. 
(P1. 11， Figs. 10-17) 
Desclψtion: Shell of three segments. Cephalis conical or hemispherical with scat-
tered pores， and a thick apical horn. Internally， there are six collar pores， and weak 
paired ridges exist at proximal part， extended from apical spine along cephalic wal1 toward 
primary lateral spines. Thorax el1iptical to subcircular in transverse section with three 
sharp wings; these wings extend from the dorsal spine and the two primary lateral spines 
respectively， and connect to thorax with bars. Lumbar stricture oblique， low ventral1y 
and high dorsally. Abdomen with three sharp spines at distal part. Pores subcircular， 
variable in size， closely and uniformly spaced. Distal margin always ragged. 
Measurement (based on 11 specimens， Table 21): Height overall， 103-176 (137); of 
cepl叫is，22-33 (28); of thorax， 25-43 (36); of abdomen， 27-80 (46); of apical horn， 4-51 
(24); maximum width of shell， 52-81 (68). 
Remarks: This species belongs probably to Ectonocorys because of having dis-
tinctive cephalic structure characterized by the weak paired cephalic ridges extending 
from the apical spine toward the primary lateral spines. This species is distinguished 
from four species of Ectonocorys described by FOREMAN (1968， p.40-43， pl.5， figs. 6-9) 
in having three spines at distal part of the abdomen. 
Eり，mology: This species is named from the Latin adjectiveゅmostu，meaningspiny-
Typeψecimens: Holotype， OCU MR 2381 (IN 7-7) (p1. 11， fig. 15); Paratype， 
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H 。 1st 2nd 
一一
158 30 35 
130 28 42 
124 25 42 
113 30 28 
130 30 43 
176 30 37 
175 25 43 
158 32 35 
130 33 25 
115 22 33 
103 27 30 
Genus Saitoum PESSAGNO 1977 
Saitoum(?) spp. 

































cf. Spyrid(?) gen. et sp. indet. in RIEDEL & SANFILIPPO， 1974， p.780， pl.3， figs. 4-8. 
cf. Spyω(?) gen. and sp. indet. in FOREMAN， 1975， p.613， p1.21， fig. 13. 
cf. Saitoum pagei PESSAGNO， 1977， p.98， pl.12， figs. 11-14. 
Remarks: Included under this designation are al monocyrtids with an apical horn 
and three feet. The shell small， hemispherical， pored or not pored， with six col1ar pores， 
separated by the median bar， vertical， dorsal， and primary and secondary lateral spines. 
Apical spine extends as a columella within the cephalic cavity. There is no very distinct 
arch on cephalic wall. In some specimens， thin pored shel1 adheres to distal end of 
cephalis and margin of feet. 
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Explanation of Plate 1 
Figures x 200， except for figs. 1， 6， 10， 11 and 32. 
Figs. 1-9. Cyrtocalpis sp. cf. C. operosa TAN ......... ..........Page 25 
1. OCU恥1R2114 (IN 7-2)， X 300 
2. OCU恥1R2101 (IN 3-1-1) 
3. OCU MR 2107 (IN 7-22) 
4. OCU MR 2109 (IN 7-27) 
5. OCU MR 2110 (IN 7-22) 
6. OCU MR 2104 (IN 7-1)， X 300 
7. OCU恥1R2105 (IN 1-11) 
8. OCU MR 2102 (IN 3-1-1) 
9. OCU恥1R2112 (IN 1-11) 
Figs. 10-16. Cyrtoca争is(?)propria YAO， n.sp. ........ .Page 26 
10. OCU恥1R2124 (IN 7-1)， Holotype， X 300 
11. OCU恥1R2123 (IN 7-2)， X 300 
12. OCU MR 2121 (IN 1-1) 
13. OCU恥1R2119 (IN 1-12) 
14. OCU MR 2122 (IN 1-11) 
15. OCU MR 2116 (IN 1-11) 
16. OCU MR 2115 (IN 1-11)， Paratype 
Figs. 17-24. Gongylothorax s争honoferDUMITRICA ............. ..Page 26 
17. OCU MR 2132 (IN 7-24) 
18. OCU MR 2128 (IN 1-13) 
19. OCU MR 2130 (IN 7-24) 
20. OCU恥1R2131 (IN 1-11) 
21. OCU恥1R2126 (IN 7-9) 
22. OCU恥1R2127 (IN 7-9) 
23. OCU MR 2134 (IN 7-23) 
24. OCU MR 2129 (IN 1-16) 
Figs. 25-32. Gongylothorax oblonga YAO， n.sp. ........ ..Page 27 
25. OCU恥1R2144 (IN 7-9)， Holotype 
26. O.CU MR 2145 (IN 1-11) 
27. OCU恥iR2140 (IN 7-22) 
28. OCU MR 2139 (IN 3-1-8)， Paratype 
29. OCU MR 2146 (IN 1-16) 
30. OCU MR 2150 (IN 11-17) 
31. OCU勘1R2151 (IN 11-17) 
32. OCU MR 2450 (IN 7-S4)， X 450 
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Explanation of Plate 2 
All figures x 200 
Figs. 1-15. Diacanthocapsa normalis YAO， n.sp. ..........Page 28 
1. OCU MR 2160 (IN 7-9)， Holotype 
2. OCU MR 2156 (IN 4-1) 
3. OCU MR 2158 (IN 7-9)， Paratype 
4. OCU 1¥在R2163 (IN 7-24) 
5. OCU恥iR2161 (IN 7-23) 
6. OCU MR 2165 (IN 7-26) 
7. OCU MR 2162 (IN 7-26) 
8. OCU恥iR2159 (IN 3-1-8) 
9. OCU恥iR2173 (IN 11-16) 
10. OCU MR 2172 (IN 11-16) 
11. OCU MR 2167 (IN 11-16) 
12. OCU恥iR2171 (IN 11-17) 
13. OCU MR 2170 (IN 11-17) 
14. OCU MR 2174 (IN 11-17) 
15. OCU MR 2176 (IN 11-17) 
Figs.16-27. Diacanthocapsa(?) operculi YAO， n.sp. .......Page 29 
16. OCU MR 2180 (IN 1-10) 
17. OCU MR 2179 (IN 1-13) 
18. OCU MR 2177 (IN 1-14)， Paratype 
19. OCU MR 2178 (IN 1-13)， Holotype 
20. OCU MR 2182 (IN 1-10) 
21. OCU MR 2181 (IN 1-13) 
22. OCU MR 2185 (IN 1-10) 
23. OCU MR 2190 (IN 1-12) 
24. OCU MR 2189 (IN 1-12) 
25. OCU MR 2188 (IN 1-11) 
26. OCU MR 2187 (IN 1-12) 
27. OCU MR 2186 (IN 1-11) 
Figs. 28-37. T行colocapsasp. cf. T. parvかoraT AN ...•.....•. .Page 31 
28. OCU恥iR2210 (IN 1-1) 
29. OCU MR 2214 (IN 1-11) 
30. OCU 1¥在R2211 (IN 1-13) 
31. OCU MR 2215 (IN 1-13) 
32. OCU MR 2220 (IN 1-14) 
33. OCU恥iR2209 (IN 1-10) 
34. OCU MR 2213 (IN 1-16) 
35. OCU MR 2212 (IN 1-16) 
36. OCU MR 2218 (IN 1-12) 
37. OCU恥iR2217 (IN 1-13) 
， 
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Explanation of Plate 3 
Figures x 200， except for figs. 7， 19 and 20. 
Figs. 1-7. T:行colocapsasp. cf. T. pa聞かoraTAN ............. .Page 31 
1. OCU恥IR2206 (IN 3-1-6) 
2. OCU MR 2219 (IN 1-11) 
3. OCU MR 2221 (IN 3-1-8) 
4. OCU MR 2208 (IN 1-16) 
5. OCU 1¥在R2205 (IN 3-1-8) 
6. OCU恥1R2207 (IN 3-1-8) 
7. OCU MR 2433 (IN 7-832)， x415 
Figs. 8-20. Tricolocapsa sp. cf. T. rtJsti TAN ................. .Page 30 
8. OCU MR 2191 (IN 3-1-8) 
9. OCU MR 2199 (IN 7-26) 
10. OCU MR 2198 (IN 7-23) 
11. OCU 1¥任R2201 (IN 7-23) 
12. OCU MR 2194 (IN 3-1-8) 
13. OCU 1¥任R2193 (IN 7-23) 
14. OCU肘1R2197 (IN 7-24) 
15. OCU MR 2196 (IN 7-23) 
16. OCU恥1R2192 (IN 3-1-6) 
17. OCU 1¥在R2203 (IN 3-1-8) 
18. OCU酌1R2195 (IN 3-1-7) 
19. OCU MR 2425 (IN 7-82)， X 375 
20. OCU恥IR2430 (IN 7-836)， basal view， X 390 
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Explanation of Plate 4 
Figures x 200， except for figs. 9-11， 12c and 16c. 
Figs. 1-11. Tricolocapsa plicarum YAO， n.sp. ..............Page 32 
1. OCU MR 2224 (IN 7-9)， Holotype 
2. OCU MR 2226 (IN 1-10) 
3. OCU恥1R2229 (IN 7-26) 
4. OCU MR 2228 (IN 1-14) 
5. OCU恥1R2223 (IN 7-26) 
6. OCU MR 2225 (IN 7-23)， Paratype 
7. OCU孔1R2231 (IN 7-23) 
8. OCU MR 2230 (IN 1-12) 
9. OCU MR 2459 (IN 7-S7)， x 315 
10. OCU MR 2461 (IN 7-S32)， x 300 
11. OCU MR 2462 (IN 7-S28)， x 325 
Figs.12-18. Tricolocapsa(?)fuslformis YAO， n.sp. ............Page 33 
12. OCU加1R2235 (IN 7-9)， Holotype， c X 300 
13. OCU MR 2242 (IN 7-24) 
14. OCU MR 2240 (IN 7-24) 
15. OCU恥1R2244 (IN 7-22) 
16. OCU MR 2236 (IN 1-7)， c X 300 
17. OCU MR 2239 (IN 7-24) 
18. OCU MR 2241 (IN 7-26) 
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Explanation o( Plate 5 
Figures x 200， except for figs. 3， 4 and 13. 
Figs.l-4. Tricolocapsa(?)fusiformisYAo， n. sp. .........Page 33 
1. OCU MR 2238 (IN 7-9)， Paratype 
2. OCU MR 2237 (IN 1-1) 
3. OCU恥lR2434 (IN 7-835)， X 375 
4. OCU MR 2437 (IN 7-811)， X 375 
F igs. 5-13. St'ichocapsa tegiminis Y AO， n.sp. ..... ~ . . . . . . . Page 34 
5. OCU MR 2274 (IN 7-23) 
6. OCU MR 2277 (IN 7-23) 
7. OCU恥1R2276 (IN 1-13) 
8. OCU MR 2282 (IN 7-23) 
9. OCU恥iR2279 (IN 7-23) 
10. COU MR 2280 (IN 7-23) 
11. OCU MR 2273 (IN 7-9)， Holotype 
12. OCU MR 2283 (IN 7-24)， Paratype 
13. OCU MR 2436 (IN 7-81)， X 450 
Figs. 14-16. St幼 ocapsaconvexa Y AO， n.sp. ..... . . . . . . . Page 35 
14. OCU乱1R2248 (IN 3-1-6) 
15. OCU MR 2251 (IN 7-9) 
16. OCU MR 2250 (IN 1-14)， Paratype 
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Explanation of Plate 6 
Figures x 200， except for figs. 7 and 12. 
Figs. 1-7. Stichocapsa convexa YAO， n.sp. ..............Page 35 
1. OCU恥iR2245 (IN 1-14)， Holotype 
2. OCU恥iR2246 (IN 11-5) 
3. OCU MR 2249 (IN 1-16) 
4. OCU MR 2247 (IN 11-16) 
5. OCU MR 2252 (IN 11-8) 
6. OCU MR 2254 (IN 7-22) 
7. OCU MR 2440 (IN 7-85)， X 420 
Figs. 8-12. Stichocapsa japonicαYAO， n. sp. ... ........Page 36 
8. OCU恥iR2256 (IN 3-1-8) 
9. OCU 1¥任R2260 (IN 11-16)， Paratype 
10. OCU 1¥任R2255 (IN 6-9)， Holotype 
11. OCU酌iR2258 (IN 1-15) 
12. OCU MR 2453 (IN 7-86)， X 600 
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Explanation of Plate 7 
Figures x 200， except for figs. 14 and 15. 
Figs.1-15. StichocapsajaponicaYAo， n. sp. ............Page 36 
1. OCU 1¥任R2261 (IN 1-16) 
2. OCU MR 2259 (IN 1-16) 
3. OCU 1¥任R2257 (IN 1-14) 
4. OCU MR 2262 (IN 11-16) 
5. OCU 1¥任R2272 (IN 7-10) 
6. OCU MR 2263 (IN 6-9)， Paratype 
7. OCU加1R2266 (IN 7-9) 
8. OCU MR 2264 (IN 7-10) 
9. OCU加1R2265 (IN 7-9) 
10. OCU MR 2268 (IN 7-26) 
11. OCU恥IlR2271 (IN 7-24) 
12. OCU 1¥任R2267 (IN 7-24) 
13. OCU MR 2270 (IN 6-7) 
14. OCU恥IlR2455 (IN 7-527)， X 435 
15. OCU 1¥任R2456 (IN 7-512)， X 300 
































Explanation of Plate 8 
Figures x 200， except for figs. 7， 8 and 16. 
Figs. 1-8. Cyrtocapsa mastoidea YAO， n.sp. ..................Page 36 
1. OCU MR 2284 (IN 7-14) 
2. OCU MR 2289 (IN 1-14) 
3. OCU MR 2290 (IN 1-16)， Holotype 
4. OCU MR 2291 (IN 1-16)， Paratype 
5. OCU MR 2285 (IN 7-11) 
6. OCU MR 2286 (IN 1-10) 
7. OCU恥1R2448 (IN 7-S1)， x 300 
8. OCU酌iR2443 (IN 7-S37)， x 380 
Figs. 9-16. Cyrtocapsa(?) kisoensis YAO， n.sp・・・・・・・・・・・・・・….Page37 
9. OCU MR 2297 (IN 3-1-8) 
10. OCU MR 2296 (IN 3-1-8)， Paratype 
11. OCU MR 2298 (IN 11-9)， Holotype 
12. OCU MR 2301 (IN 11-16) 
13. OCU MR 2299 (IN 11-16) 
14. OCU MR 2303 (IN 7-22) 
15. OCU MR 2302 (IN 11-10) 
16. OCU MR 2449 (IN 7-S25)， x 480 
• 
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、 Explanation of Plate 9 
Figures x 200， except for figs. 5， 6 and 9. 
Figs. 1-11. Eucyrtidium(?) unumaensis YAO， n. sp・…………Page39 
1. OCU MR 2326 (IN 1-12) 
2. OCU MR 2327 (IN 1-12)， Paratype 
3. OCU MR 2323 (IN 7-23) 
4. OCU MR 2324 (IN 7-26) 
5. OCU MR 2419 (IN 7-85)， x415 
6. OCU MR 2422 (IN 7-82)， x 560 
7. OCU MR 2308 (IN 7-9)， Holotype 
8. OC.U 1¥在R2312 (IN 1-1) 
9. OCU MR 2424 (IN 7-827)， apical view， x 500 
10. OCU MR 2313 (IN 11-10) 
11. OCU MR 2311 (IN 1-10) 
Figs. 12-16. Solenotryma spp. ...... .. .. ... ... .... ...Page 40 
12. OCU MR 2341 (IN 1-16) 
13. OCU.MR 2342 (IN 1-16) 
14. OCU MR 2344 (IN 1-10) 
15. OCU MR 2339 (IN 6-9) 
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Explanation oC Plate 10 
Figures x 200， except for fig. 10. 
Figs. 1-10. Napora spp・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・…・・・・・・・・・・・・…・・・….Page39 
1. OCU MR 2328 (IN 1-1) 
2. OCU MR 2332 (IN 7-8) 
3. OCU MR 2331 (IN 3-3-1) 
4. OCU MR 2329 (IN 3-3-2) 
5. OCU MR 2336 (IN 11-6) 
6. OCU MR 2330 (IN 7-1) 
7. OCU MR 2335 (IN 4-5) 
8. OCU MR 2334 (IN 1-9) 
9. OCU MR 2337 (IN 7-4) 
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Explanation of Plate 11 
All figures x 200 
Figs.l-4. Cornutella sp. cf. C. calzfornica CAMPBELL &CLARK......Page 41 
1. OCU恥iR2348 (IN 11-3) 
2. OCU MR 2346 (IN 7-27) 
3. OCU 1¥在R2345 (IN 3-3-6) 
4. OCU MR 2347 (IN 7-22) 
Figs.5-9. Cornutella(?) riedeli YAO， n.sp. ..................Page 41 
5. OCU MR 2349 (IN 9-3)， Holotype 
6. OCU MR 2352 (IN 7-1)， Paratype 
7. OCU MR 2356 (IN 7-22) 
8. OCU加iR2357 (IN 11-2) 
9. OCU恥1R2350 (IN 3-3-7) 
Figs.10-17. Ectonocorys spinosa YAO， n.sp. ................Page 44 
10. OCU加iR2386 (IN 1-11) 
11. OCU MR 2387 (IN 7-26) 
12. OCU MR 2382 (IN 1-2) 
13. OCU MR 2385 (IN 1-13)， Paratype 
14. OCU MR 2388 (IN 1-16) 
15. OCU MR 2381 (IN 7-7)， Holotype 
16. OCU MR 2383 (IN 1-3) 
17. OCU MR 2384 (IN 3-1-1) 
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Explanation of Plate 12 
Figures x 200， except for figs. 9-13. 
Figs. 1-10. Artostrobium(?) primum YAO， n.sp......................Page 42 
1. OCU MR 2359 (IN 1-10)， Holotype 
2. OCU恥iR2362 (IN 1-16)， Paratype 
3. OCU恥iR2365 (IN 1-11) 
4. OCU 1¥在R2363 (IN 1-11) 
5. OCU 1¥任R2368 (IN 7-27) 
6. OCU恥iR2366 (IN 7-22) 
7. OCU MR 2361 (IN 1-13) 
8. OCU MR 2360 (IN 1-11) 
9. OCU MR 2372 (IN 7-1)， X 300 
10. OCU恥iR2457 (IN 7-837)， a X 630， b view of tube X 1875 
Figs. 11-15. Artostrobium(?) sp....................... .Page 43 
11. OCU MR 2378 (IN 7-1)， X 300 
12. OCU MR 2379 (IN 7-1)， X 300 
13. OCU恥iR2380 (IN 7-2)， X 300 
14. OCU恥1R2373 (IN 7-22) 
15. OCU MR 2376 (IN 7-27) 
Figs. 16-24. Saitoum(?) spp. ............  ..... ... .. .... .Page 45 
16. OCU恥iR2396 (IN 1-3) 
17. OCU MR 2395 (IN 1-1) 
18. OCU MR 2400 (IN 7-13) 
19. OCU酌1R2403 (IN 7-2) 
20. OCU恥1R2398 (IN 1-7) 
21. OCU MR 2401 (IN 1-11) 
22. OCU MR 2410 (IN 1-3) . 
23. OCU MR 2411 (IN 7-27) 
. 
24. OCU MR 2404 (IN 1-13) 
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